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Let’s begin with the well-supported premise that financial crises happen when shocks to the financial system meet structural weaknesses within that system. If we have a strong shock but an equally strong financial system, the danger of a crisis is low. But if the system is fragile, even a moderate shock can wreak havoc.

To prevent a financial crisis, regulators must see both the big picture (the financial system as a whole) and the little picture (individual institutions). Only recently, however, have researchers looked at ways to combine “macroprudential” supervision of the entire financial system with “microprudential” supervision of individual institutions. By monitoring and analyzing both types of information, researchers can identify signs that potential shocks are building and compare them to potential structural weaknesses in the market.

Toward that end, Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland researchers have been working on a systemic-risk identification model called SAFE, for Systemic Assessment of the Financial Environment. SAFE is being designed to identify early signs of emerging shocks and structural weaknesses—a highly useful feature that enables policymakers to prevent those conditions from becoming reality. (If policymakers had only a few days’ notice of a financial system collapse, it would be far more difficult to develop an effective response.) This model’s key innovation is its use of confidential supervisory information, gleaned from regular bank examinations, and data from supervisory tools to identify weaknesses in the institutions that make up the financial infrastructure.
Identifying the Shocks
Identifying a financial shock before it happens is difficult at best. Cleveland Reserve Bank researchers have approached this problem by thinking of a shock as a sudden change in investors’ expectations. In the SAFE model, these expectations are based on three factors:

- **Return**: how much an investor may expect to make on a particular asset
- **Risk**: the chance that an asset may lose some or all of its value
- **Liquidity**: the ease with which an investor may sell or trade an asset

The model’s central assumption is that investors are constantly making judgments about the return, risk, and liquidity of the assets they hold—the measures that determine the price of the assets. These measures are continuously compared to the historical norms for their assets. History shows that when significant, sustained gaps emerge between current measures and their norms, the likelihood of shocks increases.

Structural Weaknesses
The health of the financial market’s infrastructure strongly determines the potential for systemic risk. It directly affects financial firms’ ability to absorb shocks, which originate in gaps in investor expectations. To gauge the financial market’s condition, the SAFE model uses information on the nation’s largest financial institutions to assess three aspects of systemic structural fragility: connectivity, concentration, and contagion.

**Connectivity** indicators measure the volatility of each financial institution’s balance sheet compared to the volatility of the wider financial system. When the balance sheets of several large institutions move in concert with the entire system, institutions and the system are considered highly correlated. In this case, an emerging financial-market shock will likely ripple through the country’s largest financial institutions as well as its financial markets.

**Concentration** indicators measure the intensity of asset holdings and market making—the ability to dictate prices—within the financial system. In general, the more concentrated the financial system’s asset holdings and the more narrow its market making, the more fragile the system. More specifically, when an institution or a small subset of institutions holds a large share of a market’s assets, its trades increasingly “make” the market, that is, move prices. Thus, if an asset price shock occurs and these institutions sell concentrated assets, their disproportionately large holdings overwhelm buy orders, so that the market cannot function or does so only at very low prices. Likewise, if a single bank or a small group of institutions serves as the sole market maker, its failure would eliminate a liquid market for those assets.

**Contagion** indicators measure the relative ability of individual financial institutions to withstand a financial shock and remain solvent. If individual institutions can “internalize” the effects of a shock, it will not spill over into the larger financial system. On the other hand, if individual institutions cannot absorb the shock and remain solvent, the losses they sustain will probably affect other institutions’ health and spill over into the larger financial system.
The Cleveland Approach
To derive these three indicators, Bank researchers are using confidential supervisory information, including details about loans and liabilities that aren’t publicly available. Researchers are also tapping outputs from proprietary supervisory tools that are accessible to the Federal Reserve in its role of banking supervisor. It is this unique feature — the incorporation of supervisory information — that distinguishes SAFE from other models developed to identify systemic risk. Just as a weather forecaster uses radar tools to predict a coming storm, the SAFE model is being designed to help spot episodes of financial stress so as to head off a full-blown crisis.

Of course, policy actions don’t exist in a vacuum, and it would be useful to know how they might affect the financial climate. The short-lag variant of the SAFE model incorporates policy actions’ effects on emerging conditions to see if they are working as intended or if different policy actions are required. Taken together, the long- and short-lag versions of the SAFE model are being developed to identify the advent of systemic risk and provide valuable feedback on policy actions that address those risks.

To validate the model’s effectiveness, researchers are building a financial stress index to chart previous episodes of stress in the U.S. financial system. Think of the index as a thermometer that tells regulators how hot or cold stress in the economy is running.

The work continues. Bank researchers are circulating the SAFE model among economists and bank supervision professionals in the U.S. and abroad for comment.

Calls for the establishment of a systemic risk supervisor presuppose several conditions: that systemic risk can be quantified; that it can be measured and tracked on a real-time basis; and that its changes can be reliably predicted. At present, none of these conditions exist.

Fortunately, a number of promising efforts to construct such a metric are under way. They draw on several academic areas, including risk management, economic forecasting, banking and finance, and what’s known as contingent claims. Ultimately, identifying and predicting systemic risk is likely to rely on a combination of approaches.
These analyses can yield useful information. For example, UCLA economist Richard Roll developed weather forecasts for Orange County, Florida, using information gleaned from futures contracts for frozen orange juice (the very contracts that play a central role in John Landis’s 1983 movie, *Trading Places*). Roll’s forecasts outperformed those of the National Weather Service. In a similar vein, economist John Carlson at the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland has backed out market forecasts of Federal Open Market Committee policy actions using the prices of options on federal funds futures contracts.

Zambrana uses the option-based “distance-to-default” measure developed by Moody’s KMV, a credit analysis firm. Distance to default is a measure of the probability that a firm will default, so this article uses the term “probability of default.” This measure is based on estimates of the market value of a firm’s assets, the volatility of the assets’ value, and the bankruptcy threshold (that is, the point at which the firm will become insolvent). These estimates are typically backed out of observed accounting data and the price of the firm’s traded equity using an option-pricing model.

Although it may sound skull-cracking (indeed, it typically involves sophisticated mathematics and analytic tools), it is a fairly straightforward procedure. The probability-of-default measure can be constructed for any firm if the minimum information requirements are met. Moreover, under certain assumptions, this measure can be constructed frequently, even daily, which makes it a promising tool for identifying systemic risk, where timeliness is paramount.

Zambrana computes probability of default both for a traded index of European bank stocks (DJ STOXX) and for each bank in the index. He then constructs an index using individual banks’ probability-of-default measures. So, he now has two probability-of-default numbers that cover essentially the European banking system: one constructed from DJ STOXX and one from the aggregation of the probability-of-default numbers for individual bank stocks.

Zambrana’s innovation is to use a well-known fact in finance: An option to buy or sell an entire portfolio of stocks does not come with the same inherent flexibility as having an entire portfolio of options to buy or sell stocks. This means that his two probability-of-default measures for the European banking system will be different, except when there is perfect correlation between the stocks in the portfolios. So if returns on individual bank stocks in the DJ STOXX become more highly correlated, that is, their prices increasingly move in lockstep, their probability-of-default measures will converge.

Why is this important? One of the lessons learned from the demise of the Long-Term Capital Management hedge fund and from research by Andy Lo at MIT is that during periods of financial stress, asset returns in the financial system become more highly correlated. That makes increased correlation in financial markets a handy indicator of increased systemic risk. So tracking the differences between Zambrana’s two probability-of-default measures for the European banking system provides a measure of increased systemic risk.

Of course, identifying and tracking changes in systemic risk is just the first step. The indicator must also be forward-looking, that is, it must reliably lead changes in market stress. A plot of each index, as well as the difference between the European banking system’s two probability-of-default series, leads movements in the DJ STOXX index of European bank stocks. Hence, Zambrana’s approach to measuring changes in systemic risk in the financial market holds promise. A similar measure could become an important part of the macro-prudential supervisor’s regulatory toolkit.

---

**Putting Systemic Risk on the Radar Screen**

The Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland’s 2009 *Annual Report* essay tackles the problem of systemic risk. Economist Joseph Haubrich argues that the first step is a program to define and measure systemic risk.  


**Measuring Systemic Risk**
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